
PRAYER CALL 3/23/2023 – STATE OF KANSAS 

Clay Nash: Well good day, it’s another 2/22 day.  We’re covering all 50 states in prayer, 
declarations and decrees. And, it is going well, well, well.  God is speaking, his Ekklesia 
is making declarations and decrees, and I’m excited that we’re on the wall today about 
Kansas. Kansas is there in the heartland and it is a major significant force in the turning 
of our nation, and we’re going to be hearing some prophetic words at the beginning.  
 I want to remind everyone as I do daily The Josiah Company Convocation is coming up 
April 20 through 22, in Conway Arkansas. I was just in Conway this morning, had 
breakfast with my daughter and the facility is only about 10 minutes from I-40.  Conway 
is only about 20 some minutes from the Little Rock airport.  You can fly in there.  We 
need you there.  We’re going to be connecting people in the states that come, so that 
you can connect with others.  We’re going to have a way, we’re going to be putting 
some of this material in your hands, and we’re going to be praying again over all 50 
states. We’re going to be blest to have a lot of the hosts that have been on this call to 
be there.  Ken Malone, Jim Hodges, Jacquie Tyre, Tom Schlueter, Dutch Sheets is 
coming in to be with us.  This will be a key time.  We felt God said call it the Josiah 
Company Convocation, for a couple reasons.  Josiah was a more righteous judge than 
any judge before his time or after his time, is what God’s word said, and a convocation 
is how eagles gather, and a convocation, the word convocation is actually a 
transliterated English word for Ekklesia.  
Now that you know all that, we’ll be on the state of Missouri tomorrow, and it’s going to 
be a good strong ending to this week. But right now, we’re going to, you know, very 
interesting, we’re doing, the Lord spoke and said, “Do this 50 state prayer call in the 
same order that Chuck Pierce and Dutch Sheets did the 50 state tour back in 2003 and 
2004, and in one week’s time they went to 4 different states and, of course we’re on 
those 4 of 5 states and Missouri will be following.   
But right now, Regina Shanks, God has given you a prophetic word for the state of 
Kansas.  Why don’t you release it. 

 
Regina Shank – I will do that, Clay.  I’m going to be at the Josiah Company too, I’m 
excited about it, looking forward to it. I hope everybody comes. So this is the word the 
Lord gave me for Kansas, He said: 
Kansas your wells of revival will be re-dug.  Your wheat fields will be filled with the 
harvest, not only in the natural, but in the spirit.  I am remantling the harvesters; I am 
releasing the hirelings and replacing them with my sons and daughters.  Laborers who 
labor for me will be released.  Laborers who work for their own gain will be replaced. 
Kansas you have stood for freedom. You have stood for life.  Your stance has been 
opposed by those who do not know me.  They will not win. They cannot win because 
my name is LIFE and I will give you fresh strength to remain in the battle for this next 
generation.  They will be birthed and fulfill their purposes in the earth.  
Moses will find the bulrushes; prophets will make it through the bloodbath.  Deliverers 
will be released in the earth.  I will not be defeated in Kansas.  New strength and new 
determination are being released to my intercessors.  Rise up in strength.  You will hear 
the sound in the mulberry trees and you will go up directed by my Word.  Go and 
recover all.   



The scripture I had was out of II Samuel 5, and it said, “David inquired of the Lord who 
answered, ‘Do not march straight up, but circle around behind them and attack them in 
the front of the balsam trees.  As soon as you hear the sound of marching in the tops of 
the balsam trees move quickly because this will mean that the Lord has marched out 
before you to strike the camp of the Philistines”’.  
And I felt that is a scripture for Kansas in going after that spirit of abortion in the state of 
Kansas.  So, Lord we say let it be so, let it come forth, Lord. New strength for the 
intercessors, God.  New strategy and hearing from you God to knowing exactly what to 
do and when to do it.  Kansas arise.  Amen 
 
Clay Nash: Alright, Regina.  Thank you so much for that starting us off and we just 
come in agreement with that prophetic word over Kansas and we move on.  I know 
Jacquie Tyre, Jacquie I’ll call on you in just a moment. But today as I was preparing for 
this call, the Lord gave me a prophetic word that goes:  
Kansas, O Kansas, I would say unto you, “Did I not say unto you that you were a state 
to release revival, a state to bring awakening but yet the religious have sought to hijack 
your destiny. I say Kansas, there is a groaning within your deep soil. This groan must 
become louder by years end”, says the Lord. “The groan will come forth as my Ekklesia 
in Kansas become the sound of my authority and that authority becomes a roar to turn 
the nation. For surely the Lion of Kansas will surely stir its courage to a new level and 
step forth to lead from the heartland. Yes, my heart is being transplanted into the army 
in Kansas and as my heart pumps in my people the mind of Christ shall form the Israels 
in Kansas. Rise up, Rise up, Rise up and shout from the heart and mind I have given 
you, Kansas, and watch as your new found courage strikes fear and awe in the hearts 
of those compromised and complacent in their stand. The wind I will release now in 
Kansas blows the death agenda, not just to the side, but brings destruction to the 
agenda. As Kansas leads forth in awakening, a reformation shall spring forth to the 
nation and transformation will be mass produced across state to state to state. It is time 
Kansas, to release a warm, thawing wind from the south to the heartland,” says the 
Lord.  “This wind will become a wind that will set up the Kingdom of God to advance. 
Get ready, for the angel armies are about to be released to a whole other level in 
Kansas”, says the Lord. 
Father, I just declare over this word, let it get into the hearts of the Ekklesia there.  Let it 
bring forth that transformation that you spoke about, but, Father, more than that, stir the 
Ekklesia of Kansas, even to a greater place of courage and advancement than they 
have experienced so far.  Turn that state, Father.  We declare the pro-death agenda will 
not stand, and that the pro-life victory will be celebrated in Kansas.  We declare these 
things now in Yeshua’s name. Amen 
Jacquie, you’ve got a prophetic word? What’s in your heart? 
 
Jacquie Tyre: I do, and I love the way these flow together with saying similar things in 
different ways. God is so amazing. 
Kansas, out of the heartland, the rhythm of my heart is growing stronger and stronger. 
Even though there was a time of heart attack, seeking to stop the beat of my plans and 
purposes for Kansas, those with tenacity of spirit and perseverance of soul have pushed 
back against the assaults of the evil, relentlessly decreeing, “Our God will have what is 



His in our state.” The sound of the righteous declaring and decreeing has caused a 
crack to come in the gate of the enemy. Keep hammering, keep pushing don’t stop and 
do not relent, for suddenly you shall hear the loud swoosh of a break through and the 
pulsating rhythm of My life beating with strength out of Kansas to pop life out into the 
nation. Out of Kansas, my heart shall beat and shall not relent in the restoration and 
reversal of things that have come under assault. And you shall see light, life and victory 
rising out of Kansas, says the Lord. 
So, Father, we thank you that the heart of God is beating in Kansas and growing 
stronger and stronger.  And even where it has been pushed down and even locked up, 
God, that the force of the intercession, the force of the work, the force of the laborers, 
the consistency of your people, even in places of hiddenness and persistence of doing 
what you say to do is bringing forth a breakthrough.  So today, Lord, I decree 
breakthrough over Kansas, that the gates of hell that have been erected against the 
advancement of your kingdom are cracking and there is a breakthrough coming. And 
the heartbeat of the Lord in purpose and in destiny is rising in its strength and shall yes 
indeed, pump out life even as was said in others, revival out into the nation. Let the 
heart of God in Kansas beat free, beat strong and beat to the rhythm of heaven to push 
out life, light and victory from Kansas into the nation. In the mighty name of Jesus. 
Amen 
 
Clay Nash: All right Jacquie, thank you for that prophetic word.  It is very evident to me 
and should be to others, that the spirit of faith is stirring over Kansas.  Anne Tate, 
you’ve got a prophetic word, too?  What’s in your heart? 
 
Anne Tate: Well, Clay, I heard the Lord say that I am blowing a fresh wind over 
Kansas, through the balsam tree, and locked within the balsam tree is the medicinal 
things necessary for Kansas to take right now.  He said I will bring a charismatic 
renewal that will cause the balm of Gilead to flow in Kansas, and it will overcome the 
resistance.  I am mounting up new ones who will begin to speak life and be spirit filled. 
The resistance to that is going to fold, it is going to fall down at the feet of the Lord.  The 
Lord says that in this season, there is a new balm of Gilead being released throughout 
Kansas and no man will be able to gainsay or deny that the Lord’s wind is blowing in 
Kansas. 
 
Clay Nash: All right, Anne. I just declare out of these words, that the pool is stirred, the 
angels are stirring the pool of healing there in Kansas and there is healing for the nation 
there.  We thank you for these words. We come into agreement. 
I want to call now on Sandy Neuman, an apostolic leader there.  I think you have some 
others.  I think Dee is with you and somebody else. Sandy, I’m just going to release, you 
can introduce who you want to call on and y’all release your hearts and then we have 
some other hosts that will come on after you. 
 
Sandy Newman: Thank you Clay. Thank you for all of those words that we have heard 
already and I am thrilled with that.  DeeAnn has been with her sisters, and she’s driving 
so I don’t think she will be able to get on, but I’ve asked Donna Leupold. In our network, 
she is our government specialist and she also has a ministry in this state, well respected 



for many, many years.  It is called Culture Shield, and so she really is the watchman 
over the culture.  So, I want her to share, because she really has the pulse on what is 
going on in the government right now at the state house, with the legislators. I want her 
to share in a minute, but as I was listening, Clay to the prophetic words, and always 
they’re just, you know, over the top, but I just of course keep a stack of prophetic words 
pretty close to me at my desk in my office.  This one, of all things, was at the top of the 
stack and it just put a little capstone on everything that Regina said, and Jacquie said, 
and you prayed, and Anne.  Here it was, a prophetic word from probably 15 years ago: 
Kansas is going to be a glory state. This state is going to be filled with the glory of God. 
When God brings what He’s about to bring in Kansas, everything will change.  Lord, you 
are coming to Kansas and to America, our homes, our streets, our schools, our farms, 
our animals, our plants, our crops, the government.  Based on years of prophetic words, 
prophetic acts, prayers that governors, intercessors, prayers churches have prayed, this 
is the day. 
And I thought, you know what, this IS the day 3 23 23. Twenty-three, the camels are 
coming, the camels are here this is a time of recovery and Psalm 68 says, “The Lord 
daily loads us down off of those camels with benefits. (Excuse me, I just get going.) 
This is the day when You tip the bowl over Kansas and You begin to pour out Your 
thunder and Your lightning into the earth.  The prayers of the saints are ready to do 
what needs to be done now.  So, we have been to, this is continuing in the prophetic 
word, we did it then and we are doing it now. We tap in to what has been decreed, what 
You have done.  We even go back to the movements of the past and we link in to all the 
prayers, all the prophetic acts that are still recorded in heaven and they are recorded in 
the land of Kansas, the dirt, the soil, the rocks of Kansas speak now out of the 
outpourings of the Holy Spirit that went back 150 years ago. We decree now, the glory 
of God is coming all the way down. Heaven will meet earth.  Heaven and earth will kiss 
and the glory that has been held up, is now coming.  So, I thank You, God, for Your 
prophetic word. We gladly receive them, we gladly transcribe them, we gladly lift them 
up to You on a daily basis. We thank You, God, that You don’t even do anything in the 
earth unless You tell your prophets first, and when a prophet hears, he speaks and we 
have ears to hear.  We not only know that we are hearing, but the atmosphere hears, 
and the land hears, and the rocks hear, and the buildings hear, and the structures hear, 
and spheres hear the word of the Lord.  We say yes to that word and we say we are 
willing to do whatever it takes to facilitate the will of God being done in the earth and the 
focus is on Kansas and here in Kansas, here in the center and the heart of the nation 
and we thank You God for what you’ve done already, and what you’re about to do. 
 
Donna, would you share just a couple of things that are going on in the government that 
the rest of the hosts could speak into and pray into.  
 
(Silence) 
Clay: “Sandy, I’m not seeing her on, I don’t think.  Are you sure that she is?  
Sandy: “Well I sent her the number and I told her to stay on mute until either you called 
on her, or I did. So you don’t see her on at all? 
Clay: “No, I don’t.  I’m looking at all the hosts that are on.  I get a reading on my 
computer and I don’t see a number that I’m not aware of.” 



Sandy: “Well Clay we can go on, I don’t want to hold it up.” 
Clay: “Okay, contact her and ..” 
Sandy: “She said I’m on the call.  I hear him.” 
Clay: “Okay, well, text her that number that you used.  I think she called in on the wrong 
number. The one that has to have the access code.  Do that I’m going to go to someone 
and then we’ll come back to her. 
Sandy: “I will, I will, thank you.” 
Clay: “Thank you.” 
 
Clay Nash: All right, all right.  David Hertel, you’re from Kansas.  You’ve been planted 
there in Mississippi doing a great work, but what’s in your heart for the state of Kansas. 
 
David Hertel: Hallelujah, yes. Grew up in the state of Kansas, saved in Kansas, 
received the baptism of the Holy Spirit in Topeka, Kansas.  Received it before I was 
ever water baptized, didn’t know enough about it and just had as I was thinking about 
that, just wanted to call forth a Cornelius type move of God in Kansas. Know that I am 
agreeing with the wells being dug there, the 1901 outpouring that was the source of the 
Azusa Street outpouring that began in Topeka, Kansas.  I just call that well, agreeing 
with Regina that that well is open and re-dug. 
I thank You, Lord God, that just as my personal outpouring and my personal 
Pentecostal move after I was born again, where they had to catch up with the water 
baptism with me Lord, that begins to move in Kansas and there is a Cornelius house 
type outpouring across the state of Kansas, where angels and supernatural encounters 
point the way to others, who can point the way to He, who is the way. In Jesus name, 
we declare that even at the ninth hour of the day Cornelius saw a vision of angels 
coming and saying to him, who he should call on.  We thank you Lord, these kinds of 
encounters happen all across Kansas as we call it forth in Jesus name, heaven 
touching earth in that way. And as the Holy Spirit falls on those who believe the gospel 
and they’re swept into the kingdom, and it’s obvious because of the Holy Spirit anointing 
on them, the words of the heavenly language coming from their lips and others seeing 
this, say like they did in Acts chapter 10, for they heard them speak in tongues to 
magnify God and Peter, of course, said, “Can anyone forbid water for these, that these 
should not be baptized who received the Holy Spirit, just as we have” and so he 
commanded them to be water baptized to catch up with what God was already doing 
with people’s lives.  So, we call that forth in Kansas, Lord.  Again, re-dig this well, open 
it up wide.  Lord, let there be a Niagara Falls of an outpouring of the Holy Spirit across 
Kansas, and we’ll give you the glory of God as souls are swept by the droves into the 
Kingdom of God, even as the wheat is swept off those golden waving fields in Kansas, 
into the bins. We thank You, Lord God. Souls will be gathered up in a massive harvest 
across Kansas.  And we’ll give you all the glory for it Lord, in Jesus name, Amen 
 
Clay Nash: All right.  Thank you, David for those strong words, we come into 
agreement with.  Sandy, were you able to communicate with her about coming on with 
the other number?  
 
Sandy Newman: Yes, she’s on now.  Donna, you want to come on? 



Donna Leopold: Yes, can you hear me?  
 
Sandy Newman: Yes 
 
Donna Leopold: Yes, sorry about that. I called in with the wrong number. Thank you, 
Clay, and thank you Sandy.  Yes, we have had a most amazing year, breakthrough in 
our Senate.  They have created amazing bills and, first of all to give a praise report; 
Since last November, we’ve been working to defeat the medical marijuana and our 
sister states, Colorado, Oklahoma and Missouri all approved medical marijuana, but 
thank God they came into Kansas and they said, back off, don’t do it.  This is what has 
happened in our state. We were by the grace of God, able to stop the drug cartel from 
coming into Kansas and we give God all of the glory.  Wonderful senate president, 
wonderful senate chairman, just stood his ground and brought in wonderful testimony.  
So, praise God for that. 
The senate has sent out many health care freedom bills over to the house, but we have 
to pray because they are being held up in the house, and so we do need prayer.  One of 
the most horrific bills that went over to the house was to stop child mutilation. We have 
a doctor at KU Med, who is doing transgender surgeries on children and so is Children’s 
Mercy Hospital.  They are making tons of money.  We just renounce that and ask for 
your prayers against that. 
There is a bill that can still come forward.  It is going to have to go through a little 
different work, but some people are just misunderstanding. We have a bill that is 
protecting women, that defines how God created men and women, that has gone 
across the nation.  We’ve heard it is the best bill they’ve ever heard of, so we need to 
remove the log jam.  In the spirit realm, I’m seeing a log jam and so we need to remove, 
send some beavers after it and get rid of the log jam.  
We have some pro-life bills.  A very exciting development is that Students for Life, who 
worked in Oklahoma to eliminate abortion, have now have now come to Kansas.  We 
are so excited about this, because just as God is moving in the colleges and universities 
and among the high school kids and college kids.  They have landed in Kansas and 
they have a wonderful bill.  We believe that we will see abortion eliminated.  It might 
take a year from now to get it done, but God’s hand is on the young people. 
So that’s just a little bit of a taste.  Thank God for our senate and there’s been actually 
just a transformation in the senate here in Kansas. 
I don’t know if you want more than that, but I thought that would be enough. 
 
Sandy Newman: Thank you, Donna 
 
Clay Nash: All right.  Father, we just come in agreement with these issues that have 
been brought forth.  That You’re breathing life on them.  Father you said that if any lack 
in wisdom, ask and you give it out generous manner.  So we just seek wisdom over 
those that are voting, making these decisions, working for life to come into Kansas in a 
greater capacity.  Father we thank You that You’re going to do this in a manner that it 
will prevail, and we just come in agreement with this in Yeshua’s name. Amen 
Ken Malone, there in Florida what’s in your heart. 
 



Ken Malone: Hey, Clay, I’m very excited about what I’m hearing the Lord do in Kansas 
and what He’s saying over that state.  I think it’s very interesting that we’re praying over 
Kansas on the first day of Nisan on the Hebrew calendar.  And also, our third day that 
we have been praying in the heart of this nation that I call, and others do, the bread 
basket. I really believe the Lord is saying today over Kansas that this is the season that 
kings go to war. Kansas must begin to war for their harvest, and war for the harvest of 
this nation. I heard a lot of things just like what David was referring to.  I feel like the 
Father is restoring the voice of revival in Kansas.  They once had a strong voice of 
revival, for some reason it weakened, but now the Father is restoring that voice.  Also, I 
see the Lord releasing a new baptism in the Holy Spirit, out of Kansas and in particular 
Topeka.  So I say today, Father, out of the belly of this nation, out of the bread basket of 
America, Father, will come forth, God, rivers of living water. I say, God, that Kansas, 
Father, will see their voice of revival restored, renewed, stronger than it ever has been.  
Father, I decree, Lord, that the kings, Father, the apostolic leaders, Lord, within the 
state of Kansas, will rise up to go to war over their inheritance in the name of Yeshua.  
And Father, I thank You, Lord, also that out of this state, God, will come a new and 
fresh wind of the baptism of Holy Spirit.  So, Lord, I say to the winds, Father, in Kansas, 
begin to blow from the four corners of Kansas in Yeshua’s name, begin to release the 
baptism of Holy Spirit fresh and new.  Father, I thank you, God, for the great harvest 
that will come out of that state.  We give you praise for it in Yeshua’s name. Amen 
 
Clay Nash: Amen.  Thank you, Ken.  I just want to make this observation, this 
knowledge that I have.  Pentecost came into Arkansas, one place in the north, Falling 
Water, and down near the Louisiana border through a Baptist pastor, Warthall, who got 
filled with the Holy Ghost.  But the way it came into northern Arkansas is a lady who 
was in Charles Parham’s camp there and his school there in Topeka, came across a 
group of Methodists, were seeking the Lord in a brush arbor revival there at this place 
called Falling Water, and Pentecost came.  
So, we thank you Kansas, for bringing forth the baptism and in dunamis power, that 
came in the north part of Arkansas which touched that state back during that time.  We 
thank you for that and we declare out of what Ken Malone just released and out of that 
experience that Kansas, you’re going to release Pentecost, from that bread basket, from 
that heartland, across this nation, a Pentecost that will truly be focused on the dunamis 
power and it will come to pass. We declare this in Yeshua’s name. Amen 
Pat McManus, from up in Illinois, what’s in your heart? 
 
Pat McManus: Thank you, Clay, for the time together.  I just agree with all that’s been 
said. As everybody’s been talking about revival, that’s what I wrote down on my pad 
before we even started today. I’m just going to do it this way and the thought came to 
mind in this context.  There’s a connection to the Welsch revival from Kansas that will 
cause an acceleration of the movement of the glory of God in the land.  Father, we 
thank you that you are unlocking the wells of revival that will truly ignite a purpose and 
power like never before.  We thank You, Father for Genesis 26 verse 18, “And Isaac 
went back to re-dig the wells,” Father to cause the fulfillment of Your ways to come to 
pass for the nation.  Father, so are You in the processes of re-digging the wells in our 
land that will cause the movement of heaven to go forth.  Father, I declare into Kansas, 



let the angelic activity increase, to advance a kingdom culture to change this state to a 
whole new dimension and a reflection of Your glory.  So, Father, we thank You that You 
are activating the atmosphere that will truly cause the birthing forth of a movement that 
will ignite like it did in the past, a revival and awakening for true transformation upon our 
nation.  We give You honor and praise, Lord, in Jesus name, amen and amen. 
 
Clay Nash: Amen, thank you, Pat for that.  Any of the hosts that are on have anything 
further that you need to release? Okay, just one thing that’s popped into my spirit, a 
word and then I’m going to call on a ministry leader there in Wichita, Cliff Snell, a great 
friend of mine to close us out in prayer. 
I know we prayed yesterday over Nebraska, but I just heard a word drop in my spirit 
while we were praying for Kansas. I heard the Lord say, Kearney Nebraska, get ready.  
For while men slept in Kearny, Nebraska, an awakening sound of an alarm came and 
awakening begins to visit that area.  So, Kearny, Nebraska get ready for awakening, 
says the Lord. 
All right, Cliff, you’re on with us.  It’s been a great call over Kansas, close us out in 
prayer, my friend. 
 
Cliff Snell:  Thank you, Clay. The motto of the state of Kansas is “To the Stars Through 
Difficulty”. Father, we say today, we decree and declare by faith in You, our Heavenly 
Father that we are reaching the unattainable. That we dream and accomplish in the 
state of Kansas the impossible.  We reach to the stars, Father, into the heavenly 
heavens, into Your very throne room, and we birth and fulfill these words that have been 
spoken over the state of Kansas.  We fulfill Your plan, we fulfill Your purpose, we fulfill 
Your destiny. We thank You, Father, and by faith we receive another Azusa Street 
revival.  We thank You, Father, that the wells of revival have been re-dug and are 
bursting forth.  We thank You, Father, for the wind of Holy Spirit sweeping across this 
state.  We thank You, Father that you’ve raised up harvesters and You have replaced 
the hirelings. We thank You, Father, that You’ve given us strength to press forward and 
to recover all. We thank You, Father, that the death agenda in the state of Kansas has 
been replaced, that this state is known as a state of life. This state is known as a state 
that protects its children.  It is a haven, a safe place for our children. Father, we keep 
pushing forth, we keep pushing forth and we birth Your very heartbeat into this state. 
We thank You, Father, that life triumphs over death. We thank You, Father, for this state 
is a glory state, this state taps in by faith to what’s been decreed today. This state is a 
state where righteousness rules.  Continue, Father, to expose the darkness and to root 
it out, in Jesus name. We thank You, Father, that You have blown that log jam away.  
Blow it up in Jesus name. We thank You that You’re moving in the state of Kansas.  In 
Jesus wonderful name, amen. 
 
Clay Nash: All right, Cliff, thank you for that great end.  What a strong call over all the 
states, but we’re focused on Kansas.  Sandy I’m going to say to the people of Kansas, 
last July, Sam Brassfield, grabbed me up in his arms and prophesied over me for close 
to 30 minutes.  I told someone after he prophesied in that one prophetic word was 
enough purpose and destiny, that I know that I have to live to be 120 years old to fulfill it 



all.  Today, God has released prophetic words over Kansas that will carry you way out 
into the future to be very instrumental in turning this nation.  
Thank you, Sandy for working with us.  I want to say to all the people from Kansas on 
the call, thank you.  This call is recorded.  It will be transcribed and you will be able to 
go to my website claynash.org to see it. 
I want to say this, if there is someone from Kearney Nebraska and you heard that word 
a while ago, write me at claynash@claynash.org because we want to come in 
agreement with that word. 
We are not just interested, we are focused awakening, reformation coming and being 
married together so we can see transformation of this nation, so please write me if that 
word bears witness to you.  Let me hear from you so we can add agreement. 
We will be on here tomorrow at 2:22 eastern time for the state of Missouri. I know God 
has some things going on there, and I know that is will be a great day, great ending to 
this week. 
Also, please mark your calendars, try to be with us.  It’s not about numbers, but it’s 
about what is going to be imparted and what’s going to become fitly joined together as 
we assemble in Conway, Arkansas, 20 some minutes from the Little Rock airport, for 
the Josiah Company Convocation, April 20 – 22, a very, very key time that God has 
been speaking since back in the fall of last year. We want you to come.  Go to my 
website claynash.org.  All the information is there, we have a block of hotel rooms.  We 
really do need you there for that gathering and for that time of impartation. 
God bless you.  We’ll be here tomorrow 2:22 and it’s going to be, not just another great 
day, but a great ending to an incredible week over 5 states in the breadbasket of the 
nation. 
Bless you. 
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